CROSSOVER GUIDANCE
IAEVG International Conference, AUG 2006

The conference in a nutshell:

When
WED 23 - FRI 25 AUG 2006
with Pre-Conference Professional Development Institute (PDI)
TUE 22 AUG 2006

Where
Venue: Danish University of Education, DPU, Copenhagen, Denmark (see DPU Campus map at http://www.dpu.dk/site.asp?p=5674), with study visits in the Copenhagen or Malmö area

For whom
Career guidance & HRD practitioners, researchers, policy makers

What
Keynote speakers, thematic workshops, masterclass, study visits, posters

How much
EUR 300.00; IAEVG Members EUR 250.00

Organisers
Nordic Association for Educational and Vocational Guidance, NFSY; The Danish Joint Council of Organisations for Educational and Vocational Guidance, FUE; Danish University of Education, DPU, in collaboration with IAEVG. Sponsored by the Danish Ministry of Education.

The Backdrop
The concept of crossover exists in art (fusion music), in food (fusion kitchen), and in other cultural phenomena, such as language, ethnicity, and perhaps even gender. Individualism and multicultural crossover phenomena go hand in hand. In a global society, cultures mix, they cross. This also applies to career guidance.
In career guidance and career development, crosscurrents and crossover phenomena take many forms, and guidance faces the challenges of becoming increasingly:

- cross-cultural: across cultural barriers, multicultural
- cross-national: across national boundaries
- cross-medial: across different media and various forms of ICT
- cross-clusive: across social inclusion/exclusion, in terms of gender, ethnicity & age
- cross-methodological: across and beyond well-established guidance methods
- cross-theoretical: across and beyond well-established guidance and career development theories

Across the water
This is what this conference is about: crossover. Thus, it takes place on both sides of the Öresund, the stretch of water that links Denmark and Sweden. Two days, Day 1 & 3, are devoted to keynotes and workshops; one day, Day 2, is a day for study visits to career guidance centres, projects, activities, HRD – focused on crossover guidance.

Keynotes
Two prominent scholars in the guidance field, Dr Peter Plant, Denmark, and Dr Norman Amundson, Canada, will deliver the key-note speeches, by introducing and discussing the concept of crossover phenomena in guidance. They are both well known for thinking out of their boxes – if they ever had any.

Workshops
The workshops will run throughout the conference and they will relate strictly to the conference theme and the sub-theme under which your input comes. The Scientific Committee will select among the submitted papers on this basis. We invite you to think out of your usual box, and cross into uncharted waters, thus stimulating the development of both the practical and the theoretical aspects of guidance.

For more details, including conference application form and Copenhagen accommodation, visit the conference website: http://www.iaevgconference2006.dk
Programme

There's a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in
Leonard Cohen

TUE 22 AUG 2006  Pre-conf PDI

Dr Finn Thorbjørn Hansen, DPU, Denmark
'At the crossing: Philosophical guidance and counselling':

WED 23 AUG 2006  CPH Conference & workshops, Copenhagen

- Registration
- Keynote Dr Peter Plant, DPU, Denmark: 'Cross-currents: Cross-over guidance
- Workshops I: all themes concurrent with Masterclass: Philosophy in guidance and counselling I
- Evening informal get-together

THU 24 AUG 2006  Study visits, Copenhagen or Malmö

- Visits to selected career guidance centres, projects, activities, HRD in either (a) the Copenhagen area, Denmark or (2) Malmö, Sweden
- Train to Malmö, across the bridge to Sweden
- Evening Galadinner, Malmö & Swedish crossover folkdancing
- Night train return to CPH

FRI 25 AUG 2006  Conference & workshops, Copenhagen

- Workshops II: all themes concurrent with Masterclass: Philosophy in guidance and counselling II
- Keynote Dr Norman Amundson, UBC, Canada: 'Like a bridge over troubled water: Cross-over guidance II'